Arts + Society has prepared a map of galleries and locations that promote the arts in Phnom Penh. It is intended for artists, as well as those who appreciate the arts. Arts + Society aims to promote dialogue, discussion, and cultural exchanges among local and international artists. Arts + Society is an open group and website to support art criticism among Cambodian artists and provide them with resources in order to contribute to their insertion in local and global art contexts.

As part of our programme, Arts + Society organizes discussions inviting international artists to allow a rich cross-cultural exchange of skills, knowledge and perspectives.

If you are interested in connecting with Arts + Society, please email artsandsociety@gmail.com

www.artsandsociety.info
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338 OIDA Gallery - BANGKOK
Featuring Thailand’s internationally most-acclaimed contemporary artists and the next generation.

www.oidaartbangkok.com